
On a Problem of Hasse 

By H. Zassenhaus and J. Liang 

Abstract. A p-adic method to construct explicitly a generating automorphism of the 
Hilbert classfield over Q(V-47) and to perform Tshirnhausen transformations for 
generating equations of the real subfield is developed. 

I. Let f(x) be a monic polynomial with coefficients in Z, irreducible of degree n 
over Q, with a a real root, let 

k=Q(-\d), d<O 

E= Q(0), 

K = E(V\d) and K is normal over Q and cyclic of degree n over k. How to find a 
generating element of G(K/k), where G(K/k) is the Galois group of K over k? 

Here we give a p-adic method to construct such an automorphism. In the end, 
we shall give some examples to demonstrate our method. 

By a theorem given in [2] there are infinitely many rational prime numbers p 
which decompose in k into the product of two distinct prime ideals which stay in- 
decomposed in K. Those are the ones with decomposition group equal to G(K/k) 
and not dividing the discriminant of K over Q. Among them there is one which 
does not even divide the characteristic b of the factor module of R K over )E )k. 

(We denote by OF the ring of the algebraic integers of the algebraic number field F.) 
Let p = 1lP2 in k, pi 7 P2 are prime ideals in k and let Hi = DPiK, i = 1, 2, 

93i prime ideals in kDK. Since k is imaginary quadratic the two prime ideals ,i, P2 are 
complex conjugate. The same applies to 31, 32. 

Then we know there exists an automorphism a-, namely the Frobenius auto- 
morphism in G such that 

= - 'mod $1 for every t EZc)K 

and in particular, 

a-C C'mod $. 

Let 0-,o(x)) P modf(x) where al-,o(x) is a polynomial of Z[x] of degree less than 
n. It follows that a-,o(C) = OP _ a- mod 3 

Since p is unramified in K, we have p as $31-adic generator of 31, i.e. p Ez 31, 
but p X $312. 

In order to obtain the action of a- on C modulo powers of $31, we proceed as 
follows: let a-C u-,o(C) + pg'(C) mod 83i2 where g1(x) is a polynomial of Z [x] of 
degree less than n. 

How to find gi? 

We know that 

(*) f(f1i o(C) + pgi (a)) O mod 32 
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and by Taylor-Maclaurin 

(**) f(a-io(O) + pgi(0)) f(a-io(O)) + pf'(a-io(6))gi(0) mod 83i2. 

Since 

( f(i, o()) Omod,31 

we can write f(a-0,o(x)) pfi(x) mod f where fi is a polynomial of Z [x] of degree 
less than n. 

From (*), (**), (***), we then obtain 

gi (a) = -f (0)/f'(a-1 o(C)) mod $1. 

Continue this process for higher powers of $1 until we reach an exponent 
2v+1. The number v is to be determined later and a bound for the number v was 
given in [1]. 

In the same manner, we should compute a-C modulo powers of $32. Noting that 
$1 and $32 are complex conjugates, but that C is real and that o-O OP mod 31, it 
follows if r is the automorphism of K over Q such that r: a + ci -* a - ci, a, c 
real, then applying r to the above congruence, we have 

(Tar-)C ='mod $2 

and (rTa-1)C =OP mod $32 and hence rTr-1 # a-. On the other hand G(K/k) is normal 
in Aut (K/Q) = (TA, G(K/k) ) and therefore (rr-r1)C = (ai)C where 1 < j < n, so 
a-C h*(C) mod $2 where h*(C) (a-i)C mod $1. 

Again, let a-2,0(X) h*(x) mod f(x) we then have 

a-C 0-2,0(O8)mod P2. 

Proceed from here as before to obtain actions of a- modulo powers of $32 until 
322v+1. We then have the following congruence conditions: 

a-C a-1, (C) mod $1 

a-C = -'1 (C) mod 832 

a-C a-i,^+i(C) mod 13i2 ; 

a-C 0-2,0(C)mod 32, 

-(a2,1(C) mod 32, 

2V+1 

0-'2, +1(0) mod 32 

Before we go any further, we would like to make the following remark: 
By applying the Euclidean algorithm, one can easily obtain the inverse ho = 

ho(C) of f'(a-1,o()) modulo 13i. In order to find Al as solution to f'(a-11(C))Aj _ 1 
mod $312, we proceed as follows: 
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Since Al _ ho mod $31, we may write the polynomial equation Al = Ao + PQ2, 

Q2 - Z [x], so thatf'(ull(O)) (Ao + pQ2)-1 mod 12 Q2 = Q2(O); let f(u lu())Ao= 
1 + pR2(O) (mod 12), R2 E Z [x]. 

We then have 

1 f'(uu (0))Ao + pf(A11(0))Q2 

-f'(ll(0))Ao + pf(-10(0))Q2 mod 3i2 

and so, 

-pR2 Pf'(0u1o(0))Q2 mod $2 

or 

-R2 f'(0o1(0))Q2 mod 13 

or 

-R2ho-Q2mod $31; 

continuing in the same manner, we should obtain A2, A,+l 

Now, we are going to apply the Chinese remainder theorem to obtain our final 
result. 

Choose the element eo of Zk subject to the congruences 

eo 1 mod P1, eO mod c 2 

and let el = 3eo2- 2eO3; this implies that 

el 1 mod P12 el-Omod T2. 

Continuing with the construction we arrive at e,+1 of Zk such that 

e,+i 1 mod3+ , e,+i O mod 32 
For j = 0, 1, * *, v + 1 we proceed as follows: set 

Y2j(O) = eju1j(6) + (1 -ej)f2j (0) 

We may write 2j(6) as follows: 

Y2j (O) = (ajo + I3joCA)) + (ail + /jli)O + * + (aj,n-1 + #jnlW)e X 

where aji, fjii Z. 0 < i < n-1 and Zk = [1, 4]. 
In view of the fact that ZK/Z)E k has characteristic b we write 

-j(O) = { (ajob + Ojobw) + (aclb + Ojlbc)0 + * + (ajn-ib + #~jn-lb&)#n-}/b 

and choose ac and j3* such that 

4 apjib modp , f#i--13jib mod p 

and- < p2j/22 0 < i< n-i. 
Finally, we set 

= { (c'o + #3'owS) + (c4i + #3,li)0 + * + (ac,n + fitj,n)e'}/b. 

The number v should be chosen as the least nonnegative integer for which we 
have 
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(la) f (3'(O)) = 0. 

In order to have this condition satisfied, it is necessary to have 

(lb) ( +i(x)modp2V+l 

though this congruence may not be sufficient. Therefore it will become necessary to 
test (la) even if (lb) is established already. 

From our construction one can see that Z2'(O) is the action of the automorphism 
o- applied to 0. 

II. The following questions were brought up by Professor H. Hasse. Given three 
equations: 

fH = X5 + lOx3 - 235x2 + 2610x - 9353 = 0, 0H the real root; 
5 3 2 

fW = X - X - 2x2 - 2x - 1 = 0 Ow the real root; 

fF = X5 - X4 + X3 + X2 - 2x + 1 0 , OFthe real root; 
k= Q( - 47) , E =Q(OH), K = E( - 47) = (1 + v-47)/22 

K cyclic of degree 5 over k, 

G(K/k) Galois group of K over k . 

Questions: 
(1) How to find a generating element - Ez G(K/k)? 
(2) Do OH, Ow, OF generate the same field? And if so, how to express them in 

terms of each other. 
Our method given in Section I has been programmed in ALGOL for the IBM 

7094 in order to solve the above question (1). 
For the polynomials fw and fF, we have d = -47, b = 47, p = 2, and 

(2) = PAt = (2, (1 + v-47)/2) (2, ( - 1 + v- 47)/2) in k . 
1i, 32 stay prime in K. 

We obtained orOw and 0OF at v = 3. They are as follows: 

UoW = { (54 - 14X) + (58 - 22w)Ow 

+ (55 - 16c)Ow2 + (30 - 13c)OW3 + (- 56 + 18c)OWw41/47 
UOF = {(68 + 5,) + (- 72 + 3w)OF + (-21 - 5c)OF2 

+ (22 + 3w)OF3 + (-44 - 6w)OF } /47. 

The procedure used to solve the second question is even simpler: in order to 
express OH, say, in terms of Ow, we only have to begin with finding a polynomial 
go(Ow) with coefficients in Z/2 of degree less than 5 such that 

OH = go(Ow) mod 2. 

In our cases we have 

OHOW2 +Owmod2, 

Ow OF4+ 1 mod 2. 
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Proceed from here by the same method given in Section I until we arrive at a pol- 
ynomial g,(x) such that 0H = g,(Ow) mod 22' and fH(g,(Ow)) = 0. Again, a bound 
for /,t was given in [1]. 

We obtain the following results from our ALGOL program: 

OH = 5Ow - 50w - 2, 

OW = -OF - 26F + 1. 
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